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Tigris Cylinders

The UK’s most popular cylinder systems,
specified throughout the world.

Some of our stand-out projects
include:
2012 Olympic Village
Ritz Carlton Bahrain
Centro Hotel Abu Dhabi
Mira Hotel Hong Kong
Meydan Racecourse, Dubai
Liverpool FC
Nottingham Forest FC

Incorporating DSMA & ABHM

Whether you are looking for a simple set

We have designed and supplied systems

of cylinders for a residential development

for projects of all sizes and in all market

or a complex masterkey system for

sectors. Our bespoke masterkeyed

a multi-site hospital or university,

systems have been widely used in over

specifying a Tigris® cylinder system

3,500 schools, colleges and universities

carries the reassurance that comes with

and over 1,500 hospitals, clinics and

a product which has been successfully

other healthcare centres.

specified and installed on some of the
most prestigious building projects across
the UK, Middle East and Far East.

Access 2 is an ISO 9001 registered
company, member of the GAI and MLA
and an executive member of the DHF.

Falkirk FC
Saracens RFC
Harlequins RFC
Brunel University
Cambridge University
King Saud University, Riyadh
Manchester University
Queen Mary University/London
Royal Free Hospital London
Kings College Hospital London
St. Bart’s Hospital London
Cork Maternity Hospital

Student accommodation at St. Mary’s University, London

Royal Hospital Chelsea
Stoke Mandeville Hospital
Guy’s Hospital London
Southmead Hospital Bristol
Royal Bank of Scotland plc
Barclays Bank plc
United Chinese Bank, China
AHLI Bank, Qatar
HSBC
House of Fraser
Audi and BWM dealerships
Marks & Spencer stores (x 74)
Sainsburys supermarkets
Aldi supermarkets (x 211)
British Navy vessels (x 10)
British Army barracks (x 21)
US military base Middle East
British RAF bases (x 40)
Military Hospital Saudi Arabia
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Traditionally, mechanical and electronic access control
systems have been developed in isolation with no regard
for the relationship between the two. As a result, users have
been left with a hotch-potch of Codes, Cards, Tokens and
Keys.
The Tigris® SmartKey allows you to integrate both
technologies within the same masterkey system.

Electronic access control solutions

)))

For applications requiring additional control capabilities,

)))
)

including real-time control of access rights, an electronic

))

access control solution may be more suitable. Recent
advances in battery and wireless technology has made
these forms of securing access much more versatile.
Access 2 Electronic access control systems, eTigris®, can
be seamlessly integrated with our mechanical locking
cylinders to create a truly flexible and cost effective solution
to your security needs.
For further information please go to:
www.access2.com/page/WirelessAccessControl.aspx

www.access2.com
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The fundamentals of security and the value of patents
Exactly how secure is my masterkey system?
Essentially, security of a masterkey system can be broken down into three main aspects:
 The physical security provided at the door by the cylinder itself
 The balance between key control and the convenience of local key cutting
 Patent protection of the keyblank, protecting against illegal key duplication

Physical Security

Balancing Key Control & Convenience

Patent Protection of Keyblanks

The level of physical security provided by

The ability to get replacement keys on

Some Master key systems rely on

a cylinder is usually expressed in relation

the ‘High Street’ may be convenient but

Copyright or a Trademark to prevent

to testing to EN 1303:2005. The number

it comes at the cost of security. The result

unauthorised duplication of keys - these

of pins incorporated plus the design and

is NO control of the number of keys in

systems can be considered as vulnerable.

construction of the cylinder provides

existence and more importantly who is in

Only master key systems that offer Patent

a scale of protection against typical

possession of them.

protection for their keys, combined

methods of attack from ‘picking’ ‘drilling’
and ‘bumping’.

Only master key systems that offer Patent
protection can truly protect against

All Tigris® cylinders have been tested and

illegal key duplication, ensuring that you

certified to BS EN 1303:2005. For further

have greater control over who is issued

information please refer to page 18.

with authorised keys at all times.

Tigris® Premier 3 and Tigris® Omega
cylinders may also be used as part of a
doorset to achieve PAS24 compliance.
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with restricted duplication can truly
legally protect against unauthorised key
duplication.

Tigris Cylinders

No Patent = No Insurance
A little known fact is that if a key - produced without
authorisation - is used to gain entry to a commercial premises in
the UK, your insurance claim against loss will not be covered.
For further details go to www.access2.com/Page/
MasterkeyTruthAboutSecure.aspx

Tigris® Premier 3 patent

Tigris® Omega patent

The patented Tigris® Premier 3 system operates much like a
conventional 6 pin cylinder lock, with the exception that the
key and cylinder profile has a double undercut ‘Branch Groove’.
The 'Branch Groove' cannot be reproduced without breaking
the product patent thus providing a physical and legal barrier to
those who may attempt to produce pirate blanks.

The patented Tigris® Omega system is also a 6 pin cylinder but
utilises a unique patented ‘Reef TM pin’. To operate correctly
there must be a corresponding 'Reef-Line Signature' in the
underside of the key profile. A key which does not have the
correct Signature will not depress the special ‘Reef TM pin’ to the
correct position and the cylinder lock will fail to operate.

Tigris® Premier 3 systems are patent protected up to 2032.

Tigris® Omega systems are patent protected up to 2020.

Duplicate keys can only be obtained from Access 2 and are
supplied only to those with the appropriate authority.

Duplicate keys can only be obtained from Access 2 and are
supplied only to those with the appropriate authority.

Reef TM pin must align with Signature line on the
bottom edge of the key in a Tigris® Omega system

Tigris® Premier 3 cylinders are available to TS007 1 Star and 3 Star

www.access2.com
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System selection - initial considerations

The Tigris® cylinder system offers four
cylinder levels;
 Tigris® Standard
 Tigris® Plus

 How secure should the master key system be?				
What security features are required from the cylinder? 				
Are pirate keyblanks available to enable unauthorised key duplication?
 Should this be an Integrated masterkeyed system?			
Should the key holders be forced to carry separate keys & fobs to operate

 Tigris® Omega

mechanical and electronic doors within the building or should they carry a

 Tigris® Premier 3

combined Tigris SmartKey credential?
 How accessible should the master key system be?				
Are accessible thumbturns and key fobs designed to meet the guidance in
BS8300:2009 required?
 How large and how complex does the master key system need to be?		
Will the master key system cater for your keying needs now? 			
Will it cater for any future expansion?
 How convenient should key duplicating be?					
We can provide systems where keyblanks are freely available and local key cutting
is possible. These master key systems are convenient but less secure. Alternatively
we can provide systems where key cutting is only provided by Tigris®. These master
key systems are much more secure and keys are supplied within a few days.
 What types of cylinders are needed in the system?				
Some of our special sizes, functions and finishes are only available on certain
cylinder levels.
 What advanced functions are required from the master key system?		
What were once enhanced features have become standard items for specific
applications. Over 70% of education projects utilise classroom function cylinder
locks to cater for the safety needs of the facility. A significant proportion of our
systems are supplied 'construction keyed' to guarantee security at the point of
project handover.
Further information on other functions is shown on pages 8-9.
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Comparing system features and options
KEY




Standard feature
Optional feature

* For illustrative purposes only. System
complexity reduces differs available
** Please specify at the point of ordering. An
additional cost is applied for this feature.
Applications, Testing & Features
When security and complexity is paramount





Where cost is paramount



Multiple key profiles for large systems

18

18

Can be incorporated into an integrated system with
electronic access control





Simple masterkey systems up to 1,200 differs under
a masterkey*





Medium masterkey systems up to 2,400 differs under
a masterkey*





Larger masterkey systems up to 4,000 differs under
a masterkey*





Complex masterkey systems up to 12,000 differs
under a masterkey*





Complex masterkey systems up to 36,000 differs
under a masterkey*




3






BS EN1303 Durability Grade

6 (highest)

6 (highest)

6 (highest)

6 (highest)

BS EN1303 Security Grade

6 (highest)

6 (highest)

6

6

6 (highest)

6 (highest)

BS EN1303, BS3621 Anti-Bump **





TS007 1 Star



TS007 3 Star



PAS24 (as part of a compliant doorset)





No. of Pins

6

6

Patented key control





2032

2020

Drill protection in body & plug







Anti-Pick protection









Keys cut only by manufacturer








Advanced Classroom / Clutch functions available







Construction keying available







Keys available as integrated credentials







Comprehensive range of cylinder sizes available







Finishes in satin nickel & polished brass







Finishes in polished chrome & bronze (BMA)







Range of alternative thumbturns







Nickel Silver

Nickel Silver

Brass

Patent protection up to

Keyblanks & local key cutting available

Key material

www.access2.com



Nickel on Brass
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Additional functions, features and services

1. Accessibility Legislation

2. Clutch Cylinder Function

3. Classroom Function

With arthritic hands, even the simplest

We have developed a cylinder in which

The classroom function is a variation

task of opening a door can mean the

an internal clutch mechanism disengages

of the clutch cylinder with the added

difference between being independent

the key from the operation of the

feature that the turn can only ‘Unlock’

or housebound. The advent of legislation

thumbturn. This allows the door to be

the door. This is typically used in schools

aimed at preventing this means

unlocked even if the thumbturn is being

to prevent mischief by students locking

employers, building owners and service

held in the locked position on the inside.

doors.

providers cannot ignore the implications.

This makes it ideal for use in secure

The direction of locking must be specified

Accessible key fobs and specially

hospitals for example where there is a

with Classroom Function.

designed thumbturns with a lever action

risk that an individual may block access

are available for all Tigris® cylinders to

to an area.

assist less able users to operate cylinders
without the need for grip.

anti-clockwise unlock

1

2

3

3
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clockwise unlock

Tigris Cylinders

COLOU
R

TCH
MA

4. Construction Cylinder Function

5. Thumbturn Options

6. Finishes and ColourMatch Service

For security on-site, locks and cylinders

As standard, cylinders with thumbturn

All Tigris® cylinders are available in a

are often installed at an early stage. This

are supplied with our smooth elliptical

satin chrome or polished brass finish.

can lead to compromised security when

turn with thumbslot. A range of

We are also able to provide cylinders

the building is completed with keys not

alternative turns are available to order

in a wide range of metallic and solid

being returned by contractors.

to allow you to complement specific

colours using our ColourMatch service.

hardware. The range of turns includes

Select from a range of standard finishes

our standard and mini accessible turns

or provide a sample colour for us to

which provide a ‘lever action’ to assist

match. See page 17 for further details of

users with poor or weakened grip to

standard finishes and our ColourMatch

operate the turn easily.

service.

Our special 'construction cylinder' will
allow the contractor full access during
the construction period with their own
construction key. When the masterkeys
are inserted in the cylinders for the
first time (at the point of 'hand-over'),

The specialist anti-ligature turn option

a mechanism inside the cylinder is

must be used in conjunction with a

activated and the construction keys

suitable anti-ligature escutcheon.

become automatically barred from the
system.

4

6

5

www.access2.com
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The fundamentals of a masterkey system

Although the details may vary widely from one application to
another, depending on the size of building or complexity of the
organisation, the fundamental function of any masterkey system
remains constant. The objective is to allow keyholders through
certain doors and to bar them from entering others.

Masterkeying System Design
Depending on the building complexity we are often
commissioned as a consultant working with the architect, end
user, main contractor and hardware provider to assist in creating
the ‘Lock Chart’ which will:

Historically Masterkey systems have been designed by grouping
together doors and buildings. These systems are often inflexible,
resulting in the need to issue users with multiple differ keys,
a Sub-Master or Master key. This can in turn lead to serious
security implications. Access2 take a more modern approach
and provide systems that are designed by grouping together
users rather than doors. These systems - Key Control Systems,
are easier to administer as they use fewer keys, leading to cost
savings at the initial procurement stage and throughout the life
of the system.

 Simplify the masterkeying planning process
 Reduce the initial cost of the system and thereafter running
costs by eliminating unnecessary keys
 Reduce the number of keys required by an individual;
typically only one is required
 Match the key access permissions exactly with the needs of
a user group
 Demonstrate how a masterkey system can be harmonised
with an electronic access control system

Our modern key control systems are enhanced by the
integration of electronic access credentials. This adds a higher
level of control by identifying certain strategic doors, gates or
barriers for electronic locking which can control not only who

 Create a system that is easy to understand and administer
and is flexible to accommodate the changing needs of the
building

has access to them but on what days/times as well as being able
to monitor who has been where and when. Doors with electronic
access control have the additional benefit of immediately
adding or voiding users (for example if a fob is lost or stolen).
The advantage for the user is the convenience of a single
credential when compared with the conventional approach
where users are faced with a 'hotch-potch' of keys, swipe cards
or tokens and codes.
p. 10
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The integrated masterkey in school for example....

From building plans we
produce a Lockchart, plotting
the relationship of users, user
groups and doors.

Tom is Deputy Headmaster. He is issued with a SmartKey which gives him access into the teachers car
park and through the main entrance door electronically between 7.30am and 9.00pm Monday to Friday.

TOM

His SmartKey is able to pass all the electronic and mechanical doors to all departments.

Lucy is head of Modern Languages. Her integrated SmartKey gives her access through the side entrance
door from the main car park and the entrance door to the languages department between 8.30am and
5.00pm Monday to Friday.

LUCY

Her SmartKey will pass all the mechanical doors within the languages dept. and the store room in
reception.

Mary works in the catering department. She and all her colleagues are issued with a 'kitchen key' which
gives them access to the kitchens and canteen cupboards within the dining hall.

MARY

Frank works in maintenance. He is issued with a key which gives him access to the risers and the plant

FRANK
FRANK

room.

www.access2.com
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Matching industry leading products with innovative customer
support and unrivalled masterkeying services
Information at your fingertips

Cylinder production

We have developed a unique customer section of our website,

At Access2 we take our commitment to providing the best service

Access 2 All Areas, dedicated to providing registered users with

and the fastest lead times in the industry very seriously. Day and

an unrivalled level of information:

nightshift ensures that we meet our commitments.

 Real Time status of your order including proof of 		

A same day express service is available for masterkeyed

delivery information

cylinders. Please contact us for further information.

 Archived index of your masterkey systems
 Instant pricing

p. 12
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Added benefits of a Tigris® system
Our attention to every aspect of design,

door number linked to the building plans

 Using our 'state of the art' laser

specification, manufacturing and supply

ensuring your installer fits the correct

equipment we are able to professionally

of your Tigris® system includes a number

cylinder to the correct door every time.

reproduce the most intricate custom

of standard or optional benefits for the
specifier or installer, including:

 Key tagging - let us take the strain
and remove the pain of last minute key

logos on keys. It could be your logo or
even that of the end user.

 A foolproof method of packaging

tagging from the main contractor, the tag

 In order to eliminate the frustration

which makes installation quicker and

will contain the key number and one line

when masterkeyed cylinders are installed

less complicated. Clear polyethylene

of free text that can be used to describe

in an incorrect door, all of our master

pockets keep the cylinders in the precise

the door that the key operates and / or

keyed cylinders are now laser etched

order as entered on the Lockchart. Each

the function of the key.

with the door number as standard. This

pocket contains the cylinder, keys and

carries no additional cost and is one

cylinder screw and is marked with the

of the many add-on features of Tigris®
cylinders.

www.access2.com
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Euro profile and oval profile cylinder selector
Euro profile single

Euro profile single & turn
b

b

c

c

c

a

•

•

•

•

EK5030T

•

EK4535T

•

80 (50/30)

•

EK4040T

•

80 (45/35)

•

EK3545T

•

80 (40/40)

•

EK3050T

•

80 (35/45)

•

EK4530T

Tigris®
Premier 3

80 (30/50)

•

EK4035T

•

75 (45/30)

•

EK3540T

•

75 (40/35)

•

EK3045T

•

75 (35/40)

•

EK4030T

•

75 (30/45)

•

EK3535T

•

70 (40/30)

•

EK3040T

•

70 (35/35)

•

EK3530T

Tigris®
Omega

70 (30/40)

•

EK3035T

•

65 (35/30)

•

EK3030T

•

65 (30/35)

•

60 (30/30)

•

ED5050

•

Other lengths in 5mm increments up to 60/60

•

ED4550

•

100 (50/50)

•

ED4545

•

95 (45/50)

•

ED4050

•

90 (45/45)

•

ED4045

ED3540
75 (35/40)

•

90 (40/50)

ED3045
75 (30/45)

Tigris
Plus

ED3550

ED3535
70 (35/35)

•

•

85 (40/45)

ED3040
70 (30/40)

•

ED3055

ED3035
65 (30/35)

•

85 (35/50)

ED3030
60 (30/30)

ED4040

ES75
75 (65/10)

•

85 (30/55)

ES55
55 (45/10)

•

Cylinder dimensions
a (b/c)

ED3545

ES50
50 (40/10)

•

•

80 (40/40)

ES45
45 (35/10)

•

®

ED3050

ES40
40 (30/10)

Tigris®
Standard

Cylinder
reference

80 (35/45)

a

a

80 (30/50)

b

Euro profile double

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Turns and Other Options
When selecting alternative turns use the
codes shown.
* Specify Hewi colour reference
** Anti-ligature turns must be used with
a specific anti-ligature escutcheon

Elliptical

Architectural oval Traditional oval

Hewi Nylon

Anti-ligature**

As standard

Specify AOT

Specify TOT

Specify HEWI *

Specify ALT

Accessible Turn

Accessible Turn

Accessible Key Bow

Specify SNT MINI

Specify SNT FULL Specify BOW-RED

Accessible Turns and Key Bows
Designed specifically to meet the requirement for improved grip and
leverage as recommended in BS 8300:2009.
Available in Red or Blue

BOW-BLUE

p. 14
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bronze Finish - Specify BMA

•

•

Polished Chrome Finish - Specify PC

•

•

Polished Brass Finish - Specify PB

•

•

Satin Chrome Finish - Specify SC

•

OK4040T

•

OK3535T

•

80 (40/40)

•

OK3030T

•

•

70 (35/35)

•

•

60 (30/30)

•

•

OD4040

•

•

OD3535

•

•

80 (40/40)

•

•

OD3030

•

•

70 (35/35)

ESK45

Also in Oval profile & other euro lengths as ES

•

•

60 (30/30)

ESK40

45 (35/10)

•

•

OS45

Also in Oval profile & other euro lengths as EK

40 (30/10)

•

•

OS40

EKK4040
80 (40/40)

•

•

a

45 (35/10)

EKK3535
70 (35/35)

•

•

a

b

40 (30/10)

EKK3030
60 (30/30)

•

EK5050T

•

•

Other lengths in 5mm increments up to 60/60

•

EK5045T

•

100 (50/50)

•

EK4550T

•

95 (50/45)

•

EK5040T

•

95 (45/50)

•

EK4545T

•

90 (50/40)

•

EK4050T

•

90 (45/45)

•

EK5035T

•

90 (40/50)

•

EK4540T

•

85 (50/35)

•

EK4045T

•

85 (45/40)

•

EK3550T

•

85 (40/45)

•

EK3055T

•

85 (35/50)

•

85 (30/55)

•

•

c

a

•

•

b

c

Key Bow Blue - Specify BOW BLUE

a

a

c

b

Key Bow Red - Specify BOW RED

c

c

Alternative thumbturn designs (see illustrations)

b

Oval single &
turn

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Construction Keying - Specify CONSTRUCT

b

Oval single Oval double

Classroom Function - Specify CLASS & Unlock direction

Euro profile turn

Clutch Function - Specify CLUTCH

Euro profile
turn/turn

• See Specifier Beware below in relation to Accessible turn options

Specifier Beware
1. Take care when specifying Clutch Function for applications with high traffic doors

Classroom Function - Unlock direction

that must remain locked (e.g secure hospital). Omega or Premier cylinders should be
specified as they have nickel silver keys which are more resistant to excessive wear.
2. Accessible Turns are not recommended for use on cylinders with Classroom Function.
3. Because of the extra ‘operating circle’ of the Accessible Turns they are not suitable for
all lock cases. Care should be taken to determine that the lock centres and backset are
sufficient to allow the turn to operate without clashing with the lever or door frame. See

anti-clockwise unlock

clockwise unlock

the table below for our recommendations.
Installation Options

Accessible Turn - Standard

Accessible Turn - Mini

Inward opening door

Min. backset 55mm

Min. backset 35mm

Outward opening door
(12.5 - 15mm frame stop)

Min. backset 70mm

Min. backset 50mm

Outward opening door
(25mm frame stop)

Min. backset 80mm

Min. backset 60mm

57mm centre lockcases

NOT SUITABLE

SUITABLE

SUITABLE

SUITABLE

72mm centre lockcases (and larger)

www.access2.com
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Other types of cylinder
A large range of cylinder types are available in the Tigris® ranges. In addition to our
comprehensive ranges of Euro profile and Oval profile cylinders the following cylinder
types are available as standard differ or as part of your masterkey system:
 Rim or rim mortice cylinders
 Cam locks
 Scandinavian cylinders
 Padlocks.

Scandinavian Cylinders

Rim Cylinder

Rim Mortice Cylinder

Rim Mortice Turn

Cam Cylinder

External/Internal/Pair

Ref: RC

Ref: RMC

Ref: RMK

Ref: CL

Tigris Standard

•

•

•

•

Tigris Plus

•

•

•

•

•

Tigris Omega

•

•

•

•

•

Tigris Premier 3

•

•

•

•

•

Open shackle and closed shackle padlocks are available utilising a single Tigris®
cylinder. All padlock types are available in all the Tigris® ranges, allowing you to specify
padlocks as part of any masterkey system.
SS50 EM

SS50 EM 2.5
10

SS50 CEM

10

10
26

54

26

26*

26

4
16

56

78

50

50

50

56

Product Ref:

BS EN
12320:2001

BS EN
1670:2007

Security Level

Salt Spray Test

4

480 hours

Boron steel

4

480 hours

Electrophoretic coated
steel

Boron steel

4

480 hours

High security, severe
environments

Electrophoretic coated
steel

Stainless steel

3

480 hours

Open Shackle
Extended

High security, severe
environments

Electrophoretic coated
steel

Stainless steel

3

480 hours

Closed Shackle

High security, severe
environments

Electrophoretic coated
steel

Stainless steel

3

480 hours

Style

Suitable for:

Body Material

Shackle
Material

SS50 EM

Open Shackle

High security, general
environments

Electrophoretic coated
steel

Boron steel

SS50 EM 2.5

Open Shackle
Extended

High security, general
environments

Electrophoretic coated
steel

SS50 CEM

Closed Shackle

High security, general
environments

SS50 EM MARINE

Open Shackle

SS50 EM 2.5 MARINE
SS50 CEM MARINE

p. 16
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Finishes

Finishes

FINISH

REF

TIGRIS CODE

LEAD TIME

All Tigris® cylinders are available in a

Satin Nickel Plate

SNP

2

Ex Stock

satin chrome or polished brass finish.

Polished Chrome

PC

11

Ex Stock*

Some of our ranges are also available

Polished Brass

PB

20

Ex Stock

in a polished chrome or bronze finish.

Satin Brass

SB

4

Ex Stock*

Please refer to the cylinder selector

Antique Brass

AB

5

Ex Stock*

charts overleaf for full details.

Light Bronze

LBMA

45

Ex Stock*

Mid Bronze

MBMA

44

Ex Stock*

Antique Bronze

ABMA

46

Ex Stock*

Dark Bronze

DBMA

47

Ex Stock*

Matt Black

MB

50

Ex Stock*

Matt White

MW

51

Ex Stock*

Cylinders are also available through our
ColourMatch service - see opposite.

* Ex stock depending on required quantity and size. Please always check with sales.

ColourMatch Service

COLOU
R

 The ColourMatch service enables us to match our Tigris® Plus, Omega and Premier
Cylinders with any desired hardware finish. It also extends into our eTigris® range where

TCH
MA

we can provide a ColourMatch service to our i-LOCKS to ensure consistency across both
mechanical and electronic locking solutions.
 Our ColourMatch finishes are carefully applied either by, powder coating,
electrophoretic lacquering, electroplating and metal polishing or linishing to guarantee
an extremely high level finished product making the cylinder more robust, resilient and
retardant to key damage.
 If the desired finish does not fall into the Tigris® standard finish range then we will
ColourMatch. All we require is a sample of the finish we are matching to. Lead times on
items not in stock will be 4 weeks from stock availability.

www.access2.com
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Tigris Cylinders - Technical Data

BS EN 1303:2005 Cylinders for Locks
BS EN1303 classifies cylinders for locks using an 8 digit coding system. Features tested

range is shown in the table below.

Criteria

Grades Available

Category of Use

Linked to the frequency of use.
1 grade only is identified

Grade 1 shall resist a torque of
2.5Nm and still be usable.

Durability

Durability testing according to
test cycles achieved. 3 Grades are
identified

Grade 4 - 25,000 cycles
Grade 5 - 50,000 cycles
Grade 6 - 100,000 cycles

Door Mass &
Closing Force

No Requirement

N/A

Fire Resistance

Suitability for use on fire/smoke
doors according to fire testing to
BS EN 1634-1

Grade 0 not approved for fire doors,
Grade 1 is suitable for use on fire doors

Safety

No requirement

N/A

Corrosion Resistance

Corrosion and temperature
resistance testing to BS EN 1670

Grades 0 to C where Grade C offers the
greatest corrosion resistance within
-20˚C to +80˚C

Key Related Security

Measures key related security

Attack Resistance

Measures attack resistance

EN1303 Classification

1

1

1

1

6

6

6

6

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

C

C

C

C

Grades 1 to 6 where Grade 6 offers the
greatest security

6

6

6

6

Grade 0, 1 or 2, where Grade 2 offers the
greatest attack resistance*

2*

2*

2*

0

*only when used with a suitable security escutcheon

General Dimensions
c

a

c

b

a

b

31

a

b

c
26

Cylinder - ES

Cylinder - ED

Cylinder - EK

50

30

Cylinder - RC
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Cylinder - RM

SK1 dimension is identical

42
28

34

25

SK3 shown.

34

note: oval cylinders similarly dimensioned

32

Tigris® Standard

compliance available within the standard. The full EN Classification for each cylinder

Tigris® Plus

Tigris Premier 3, Tigris Omega and Tigris Plus cylinders meet the highest Grades of

Tigris® Omega

Tigris® Premier 3

include durability, fire resistance, key related security and attack resistance.

3

Cam Lock (Premier/Plus) - CL

www.access2.com

28

3

Cam Lock (Omega) - CL

Tigris Cylinders - Technical Data

Selecting the correct cylinder length
It is important to specify the correct cylinder length, not only visually, but by making
sure the cylinder does not project too far from the escutcheon or plate. This makes it
less vulnerable to attack.
Three factors should be considered:
 Thickness of the door
 Thickness of the hardware
 The position of the lock within the door
Locks fitted centrally

For locks fitted centrally

H1

Cyl. Length = D + H1 + H2

D

Locks fitted offcentre

H2

H1

D1

D2 H2

Select the ‘next size up’ from the list of
LOCK

cylinder sizes in the product selector (ensure

LOCK

the projection does not exceed 3mm).

Plate / Escutcheon

Please note, it may be necessary to adjust
the thickness of the hardware.

For locks fitted offcentre
Each side must be calculated separately and
the most suitable size combination chosen

MAX. PROJECTION
3mm

from the available cylinder sizes.
Cyl. Length = (D1 + H1) + (D2 + H2)
When selecting a cylinder and turn you must
identify which dimension has the turn by
adding ‘T’ after the size (e.g. E3540T)

Elliptical Turn (Standard)

Architectural Oval Turn

Example:

Example:

54(D) + 10(H1) + 10(H2) = 74mm

38 +5 (D1 + H1) + 28 + 5 (D2 + H2) = 76mm

Use 40/40 cylinder = 80mm		

Use 45/35 cylinder = 80mm		

(3mm projection each side)

(2mm projection each side)

Traditional Oval Turn
23

26

34

38

17

MAX. PROJECTION
3mm

Coloured Nylon Turn (Hewi)
23

15

34

Anti-Ligature Turn
32

30
25Ø
32Ø

Accessible Turns

Accessible Key Bow

28.9

73 - Full
53 - Mini

18

35

50

9

BOW

www.access2.com
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